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Encryption Policy and Law Enforcement in the Cloud 

DAVID W. OPDERBECK * 

INTRODUCTION 

The debate over the FBI’s effort to use the All Writs Act to access an 
iPhone used by San Bernardino shooter Sayed Farook represents only a 
patch of trees in a landscape that has been overgrown for several decades.1 
The forest, to mix a metaphor, is the cloud. 

Congress passed the Wiretap Statute in 1968 to regulate the 
government’s ability to listen to telephone calls in real time.2 By the mid-
1980’s, it was clear that the Wiretap Statute should be updated to account 
for the growth of computer technology, and Congress passed the Electronic 
Communications Privacy Act (ECPA), which encompasses the Stored 
Communications Act (SCA).3 While the ECPA and SCA created 
procedures and limitations for government access to electronic 
communications, they did not anticipate the commercial availability of 
strong encryption technology. In the mid-1990’s, the United States 
government promoted the “clipper chip,” which employed an encryption 
key architecture that would have allowed the government to access 
archived keys.4 The clipper chip was widely derided by technologists 
because of the impracticability and risks of large-scale key escrows.5 The 
clipper chip was never required by law and eventually was rendered 

                                                                                                                          
* Professor of Law, Seton Hall University Law School, and Director, Gibbons Institute of Law, 

Science & Technology. Thanks to Justin (Gus) Hurwitz and the participants at the Connecticut Law 
Review Symposium for invaluable comments on this project. 

1 See Sean Hollister & Connie Guglielmo, How an iPhone Became the FBI’s Public Enemy No. 1 
(FAQ), CNET (Feb. 25, 2016), https://www.cnet.com/news/apple-versus-the-fbi-why-the-lowest-priced-
iphone-has-the-us-in-a-tizzy-faq/ (providing an overview of the conflict between the FBI and Apple 
following the San Bernardino shooting). 

2 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510–22 (2012). 
3 Id. §§ 2701–12. 
4 See Steven Levy, Battle of the Clipper Chip, N.Y. TIMES (June 12, 1994), 

http://www.nytimes.com/1994/06/12/magazine/battle-of-the-clipper-chip.html?pagewanted=all [https:// 
perma.cc/LL9T-XCF2] (describing the debate surrounding the clipper chip); Press Statement, Office of 
the Press Secretary (Feb. 4, 1994), https://epic.org/crypto/clipper/white_house_statement_2_94.html 
(providing justifications for the widespread use of the clipper chip). 

5 See, e.g., Harold Abelson et al., The Risks of Key Recovery, Key Escrow & Trusted Third Party 
Encryption, DIGITAL ISSUES,  June 1998, at 9–10, 27, http://www.crypto.com/papers/escrowrisks98.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/4373-3XDW] (arguing that the use of large-scale-key escrows would be costly and 
actually result in reduced security of communications because of inherent design flaws). 
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obsolete by technology and the market.6 Congress subsequently passed the 
Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA), in an 
effort to strike some kind of balance between privacy and security in the 
rapidly growing digital telecommunications domain.7 However, CALEA 
did not address the kinds of encryption and access issues raised by the 
Farook case or raised more broadly today by email, messaging apps, and 
cloud computing.8 Meanwhile, the ECPA and SCA, which were adopted 
prior to the explosion of the commercial Internet, have become badly 
outdated.9 

Public debate about encryption and digital security is as muddled today 
as it was in the Paleolithic Internet age of the mid-1990’s. Both sides—law 
enforcement officials and privacy hawks—argue in absolute terms that 
obscure the many different layers of the debate. The truth is that the larger 
question is not just about “encryption,” but rather envelopes multiple 
layers of the global information infrastructure implicated by the massive 
shift of personal and business records into the “cloud.” Cloud 
infrastructure is mostly controlled by private corporations, including 
behemoths such as Google and Microsoft, which enter into contractual 
relationships with their users. The privacy issue, then, is not only about the 
traditional relationship between individuals and the government. It is more 
directly about the quasi-governmental role of these large cloud providers. 

This essay explores some facets of this complex problem. Part I 
discusses the question of “exceptional access” to encrypted content. Part II 
examines legal issues raised by stored documents in the cloud. Part III 
offers some tentative thoughts about an updated SCA and CALEA for the 
cloud. 

                                                                                                                          
6 See, e.g., Michael R. Nelson, Clinton, Clipper, and Crypto, THE HILL (Sept. 10, 2015, 8:30 

AM), http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/technology/253123-clinton-clipper-and-crypto 
[https://perma.cc/7G3B-NP97] (noting that the technological limitations of the clipper chip held back 
its adoption and how Apple and Google now offer the encryption that the clipper chip would have). 

7 Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA), Pub. L. No. 103-414, 108 
Stat. 4279 (1994) (codified at 47 U.S.C. §§ 1001–10 (2012)). These statutes are discussed in depth in 
Part II, Section A below. For a good discussion of the history leading up to the adoption of CALEA, 
see Justin (Gus) Hurwitz, Encryption Congress Mod (Apple + CALEA), HARV. J.L. & TECH. 
(forthcoming), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers2.cfm?abstract_id=2826869 [https://perma.cc/9VV6-
KN2Q] (manuscript at 4–16) . 

8 See Hurwitz, supra note 7, at 18–19 (noting that CALEA does not cover encryption or 
information services). 

9 For a discussion of why the ECPA and SCA are outdated, see Orin S. Kerr, The Next Generation 
Communications Privacy Act, 162 U. PA. L. REV. 373, 419 (2014) (arguing that Congress should update 
ECPA to reflect modern privacy threats), and Jay P. Kesan et al., Information Privacy and Data 
Control in Cloud Computing: Consumers, Privacy Preferences, and Market Efficiency, 70 WASH. & 
LEE L. REV. 341, 401 (2013) (“The status of the SCA is problematic because much of the language is 
very unclear or outdated . . . .”). 
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I. IS EXCEPTIONAL ACCESS FEASIBLE? 

Much of the public debate over encryption is framed in sensational 
terms. On the one hand, law enforcement officials claim that encryption 
allows terrorists to “go dark.”10 In response, technology companies and 
privacy advocates argue that a government encryption “backdoor” is 
technologically impossible.11 There is significant confusion in the public 
debate because commentators usually fail to make crucial distinctions 
between encryption of data at rest and encryption of data in motion. There 
is also confusion because the debate usually fails to distinguish between 
“brick and mortar” and “cyber” surveillance. It is vital that the public 
debate proceed from a clear, dispassionate review of the facts.  

A. Going Dark—or, Grey 

The claim that encryption allows terrorists to “go dark” is only 
partially correct. It is true that encryption allows the user to render data 
unreadable to anyone without a decryption key. That, of course, is 
encryption’s purpose. For data in motion—that is, for real time 
communications such as those exchanged via voice over internet protocol 
(VOIP) or messaging services—encryption protects against the ability of a 
party conducting a wiretap to understand the communication.12 Encryption 
of the data does not itself prevent a wiretap from intercepting the 
communication, but without the key, the wiretapper cannot understand 
what is being said.13 For data at rest—that is, for information stored on 
some kind of media such as a hard drive—encryption protects against the 
ability of any party who reads the media from understanding the 
information.14 Again, encryption of the data does not itself prevent a third 
party from gaining access to the media, either directly or remotely, but it 
                                                                                                                          

10 James B. Comey, Dir., Fed. Bureau of Investigation, Remarks at the Brookings Institution 
Event: Going Dark: Are Technology, Privacy, and Public Safety on a Collision Course? (Oct. 16, 
2014), https://www.fbi.gov/news/speeches/going-dark-are-technology-privacy-and-public-safety-on-a-
collision-course [https://perma.cc/WBG5-4D25]; Hurwitz, supra note 7, at 31. 

11 See Issue Brief: A “Backdoor” to Encryption for Government Surveillance, CENT. FOR 
DEMOCRACY & TECH. (Mar. 3, 2016), https://cdt.org/insight/issue-brief-a-backdoor-to-encryption-for-
government-surveillance/ [https://perma.cc/58CL-QR6P] (arguing that the government would not be 
able to create a backdoor solely for its use thus leaving it available to other malicious hackers). 

12 See, e.g., Dave Asprey, Data in Motion: The Other Side of the Cloud Encryption Coin, TREND 
MICRO SIMPLY SEC. (May 17, 2012), http://blog.trendmicro.com/data-in-motion-the-other-side-of-the-
cloud-encryption-coin/ [https://perma.cc/T42Z-VZV7] (discussing how new technologies allow 
encryption of data in motion between cloud infrastructures without network tunnels). 

13 See Frank Ohlhorst, Encryption is Front-Line Defense for Data at Rest, TECHREPUBLIC (July 3, 
2014, 1:00 AM), http://www.techrepublic.com/article/encryption-is-front-line-defense-for-data-at-rest/ 
[https://perma.cc/9F7D-H3Y7] (discussing how encryption still prevents physically compromised data, 
a situation analogous to the data being intercepted in motion, from being accessed and read). 

14 See, e.g., id. (“[E]ven if someone walks away with the data drive from the cloud service 
provider’s data center, they won’t have access [if it has been encrypted].”). 
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does make the encrypted information on the media unreadable without a 
key. 

Consider, then, the following scenario: Sam, an unstable, radicalized 
person in the U.S., is communicating with an ISIS handler in Libya using 
the popular messaging app WhatsApp. WhatsApp offers end-to-end 
encryption, which is why it is popular with terror groups as well as 
teenagers.15 If the FBI ran the equivalent of a wiretap on these 
communications, it would not be able to read the messages. But both Sam 
and the ISIS handler could still be under physical and electronic 
surveillance. Indeed, the only way the government could have known 
enough to install the wiretap is if Sam and the ISIS handler already were 
under surveillance. Such surveillance, of course, could include hidden 
video cameras and audio bugs that could pick up audible conversations. It 
could also include keylogging malware that records inputs before they are 
turned into cyphertext. 

Of course, once the government developed reason to suspect Sam was 
communicating with an ISIS handler, it will want access to his data at rest. 
This was and is the purpose of the NSA’s “warrantless wiretap” program 
approved by the FISA court.16 The government could run searches on Sam 
in the database produced by this program and possibly retrieve certain 
metadata about Sam’s communications, and could serve Stored 
Communications Act orders or search warrants to obtain the contents of 
communications from ISPs used by Sam. If this content information is 
encrypted, the government could not read it without a key. But again, it is 
not that Sam has entirely “gone dark.” The government knows who Sam is 
and has him under surveillance. 

In short, encryption does not change the fact that traditional methods 
of investigation and surveillance remain fundamentally important in the 
digital age. If terrorists want to “go dark,” they must employ traditional 
“cloak and dagger” field craft as well as digital methods. Of course, 
encryption does limit the government’s ability to perform mass real-time 
surveillance, perhaps using deep packet sniffing and big-data analytics, 
prior to identifying particular subjects through more traditional means—
but few law enforcement officials would acknowledge that this kind of 
pervasive panoptic approach is their goal, even if it were practically 
                                                                                                                          

15 End-to-End Encryption, WHATSAPP FAQ, https://www.whatsapp.com/faq/en/general/28030015 
[https://perma.cc/5Q5E-QKHB] (last visited Mar. 1, 2017); see Evan Perez & Shimon Prokupecz, First 
on CNN: Paris Attackers Likely Used Encrypted Apps, Officials Say, CNN POLITICS (Dec. 17, 2015, 
10:00 AM) http://www.cnn.com/2015/12/17/politics/paris-attacks-terrorists-encryption/ 
[https://perma.cc/JT2L-EBPA] (“Among the apps officials found used by the terrorist were WhatsApp 
and Telegram, both of which boast of end-to-end encryption . . . .”). 

16 See, e.g., In re Directives Pursuant to Section 105B of Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 
551 F.3d 1004, 1016 (FISA Ct. Rev. 2008) (upholding parts of the Protect America Act permitting 
warrantless wiretaps on individuals outside of the United States). 
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feasible. Still, there is no doubt that encryption makes it far easier for 
terrorists and other criminals to hide their plans while communicating 
cheaply, globally, and rapidly, and from a public safety and law 
enforcement perspective that is a bad thing. Perhaps “going grey” is a 
better, if less evocative, term. 

B. Means of Exceptional Access 

So let us assume that the government has probable cause to believe 
that Sam is involved in an imminent terror plot and that there is no feasible 
way to find out the details without tapping Sam’s communications—a 
scenario that would satisfy the standards of the Wiretap Act. And let us 
assume the government also wants to access Sam’s data at rest, such as 
stored emails, documents, photos, and videos. Is it even technologically 
possible for the government to possess a backdoor that could allow access 
to Sam’s encrypted communications? What does “backdoor” even mean in 
this context? 

1. Built-in Backdoors 

One crude method of exceptional access is to allow only the use of 
encryption algorithms with secret vulnerabilities that are directly known 
only to the government. In fact, some security experts believe the NSA 
employed this method in connection with an RSA random-number 
algorithm used in connection with encryption.17  

The obvious flaw in this kind of method is that the entire algorithm 
will be compromised if anyone other than the government discovers the 
flaw. All data encrypted using the algorithm would then be subject to 
exposure. And, of course, even if only the government knows the flaw the 
data will not be secure against secret government access. 

2. Key Escrow 

The most commonly discussed “backdoor”—which is really not a 
“backdoor”—is a key escrow. Data at rest or in motion can be encrypted 
with a symmetric key.18 A “symmetric” key means that the same key is 

                                                                                                                          
17 Joseph Menn, Exclusive: Secret Contract Tied NSA and Security Industry Pioneer, REUTERS 

(Dec. 20, 2013, 5:07 PM), http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-security-rsa-
idUSBRE9BJ1C220131220 [https://perma.cc/G6N3-5WMB]; see Kim Zetter, How a Crypto 
‘Backdoor’ Pitted the Tech World Against the NSA, WIRED SEC. (Sept. 24, 2013, 6:30 AM), 
https://www.wired.com/2013/09/nsa-backdoor/ [https://perma.cc/5HEQ-JSUQ] (describing how 
suspicious security vulnerabilities were linked to NSA backdoors with documents leaked by Edward 
Snowden).  

18 HAROLD ABELSON ET AL., KEYS UNDER DOORMATS: MANDATING INSECURITY BY REQUIRING 
GOVERNMENT ACCESS TO ALL DATA AND COMMUNICATIONS 11 (July 6, 2015), 
https://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.1/97690/MIT-CSAIL-TR-2015-026.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/B79V-GS3A]. 
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used to encrypt and decrypt the data.19 For symmetric encryption to 
prevent unauthorized access, the decryption key must remain secret to 
unauthorized users. Historically, this could be accomplished only through 
the use of trusted couriers and the like, which obviously is not very secure 
and cannot be used in electronic communications. Many electronic data 
transmission protocols today use a symmetric key that travels with the data 
and is itself encrypted with a public key.20  

Public key cryptography employs an openly available public key and a 
mathematically related private key.21 Only the associated private key can 
decrypt data encrypted with a public key. If Alice and Bob wish to 
communicate using public key encryption, Bob’s key will be made 
available to Alice, either directly or through a repository. Alice encrypts 
the data using Bob’s public key and transmits the encrypted data to Bob. 
Bob decrypts the data with his private key, which is the only key that can 
decrypt the data. Alice and Bob therefore do not need to rely on a trusted 
courier to exchange a symmetric key. The system can be visualized as 
follows: 

                                                                                                                          
19 Id. at 11 n.3; see SANS INSTITUTE INFOSEC READING ROOM, HISTORY OF ENCRYPTION (2001), 

https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/vpns/history-encryption-730 [https://perma.cc/QR3V-
RPRU] (“Symmetric crypto systems use the same key (the secret key) to encrypt and decrypt a message 
. . . .”); Robert Slade, Symmetric Key Encryption, DICTIONARY OF INFORMATION SECURITY 180 
(Syngress 2006) (“[symetrict key encryption,] otherwise known as private key encryption, uses the 
same, private, key for encryption and decryption . . . .”) (emphasis in original).  

20 Abelson, supra note 5, at 11. 
21 Brit Cruise, Public Key Cryptography: What Is It?, KHAN ACADEMY, 

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-science/cryptography/modern-crypt/v/diffie-
hellman-key-exchange-part-1 [https://perma.cc/H62L-EEDQ] (last visited Mar. 1, 2017); What is 
Public-key Cryptography?, GLOBALSIGN, https://www.globalsign.com/en/ssl-information-center/what-
is-public-key-cryptography/ [https://perma.cc/LB3L-9C9R]. 
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In fact, most electronic communications systems, including common 
forms of encryption used on the Internet, employ a slightly more complex 
system. The data is encrypted with Alice’s private key, and then Alice’s 
private key is encrypted with the public key. Bob uses a private key related 
to the public key to decrypt Alice’s private key, and then uses Alice’s 
private key to decrypt the data. This can be represented in a 
communication between Alice and Bob as follows: 
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An obvious question regarding this method is why only Alice’s private 

key, rather than the entire message, is encrypted using the public key. This 
requires two steps at the decryption stage: (1) decrypting Alice’s private 
key using Bob’s private key associated with the public key; and (2) 
decrypting the message using Alice’s now-decrypted private key. The 
reason is that public key encryption is computationally expensive because 
of the algorithms that must be employed to generate asymmetric private 
keys that can be related to a public key. Using public key encryption only 
on Alice’s symmetric private key, rather than on the entire message, saves 
time and bandwidth. 

A “key escrow,” also called a “fair public-key cryptosystem,” would 
require each user of a public key to deposit an extra associated private key 
with an escrow agent.22 In the example above, then, the ciphertext sent to 

                                                                                                                          
22 See Key Escrow – CompTIA Security+ SY0-401: 6.1, PROFESSOR MESSER (Sept. 21, 2014), 

http://www.professormesser.com/security-plus/sy0-401/key-escrow-3/ [https://perma.cc/4XR8-YC8K] 
(discussing the importance of keeping encryption keys “very, very safe” when held in escrow by third 
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Bob could be decrypted by Bob or by someone who obtains a copy of 
Bob’s private key from the escrow agent. This is in principle 
technologically feasible. The problem is that the key escrow could be 
compromised or used without proper authority, thereby undermining 
beneficial uses of encryption potentially on a wide scale. 

3. The Problem of Forward Secrecy 

Another problem with the key escrow solution is that it is incompatible 
with a system that is becoming increasingly important for ephemeral 
communications: “forward secrecy.”23 In a forward secrecy system, 
unique, random private symmetric “session” keys are generated for each 
transaction and are discarded when the transaction concludes.24 Since no 
public key is employed there is no possibility of a key escrow relating to a 
unique public key. This kind of system is often employed in text and chat-
based applications, such as WhatsApp, that are designed specifically for 
ephemeral communications. It is also often employed in e-commerce 
applications for the exchange of personal information such as credit card 
data to facilitate a one-time transaction. In addition, in 2011, Google 
announced that it had enabled forward secrecy by default for Gmail and 
other Google services for the protection of user information while it is in 
transit.25  

A key escrow system is infeasible for a large scale forward secrecy 
system. It is simply not feasible to create a repository for persistent 
duplicate private keys correlated with each of the billions of 
communications using forward secrecy that take place every day. In effect, 
a key escrow for forward encryption would entail the creation of an 
additional symmetric key between the sender and the government or 
escrow agent along with a moment-by-moment government or escrow 
agent backup of a large majority of the ephemeral communications 

                                                                                                                          
parties); Abelson et al., supra note 5, at 12–13 (providing an overview of “key escrow” encryption 
systems). 

23 ABELSON ET AL., supra note 18, at 12. 
24 Id. It should be noted that forward secrecy is different from the use of a “one time pad (OTP).” 

An OTP is a randomly generated key the same length as the plaintext used only for that particular 
message, which the parties agree to employ as the common encryption algorithm. If the OTP is truly 
random and kept secret, the encryption is unbreakable no matter how much time and computer power is 
applied to it. In forward secrecy, the key is randomly generated and unique, but the algorithm is not the 
same length as the original message. With enough time and computing power, it is theoretically 
possible to determine the algorithm and crack the encryption. Forward secrecy is therefore theoretically 
less secure than the use of an OTP. Nevertheless, because new keys are generated for each session, the 
enormous (and at present, simply infeasible) amounts of time and computing power required to crack 
the encryption would yield only one transaction worth of results. 

25 Adam Langley, Protecting Data for the Long Term with Forward Secrecy, GOOGLE SEC. BLOG 
(Nov. 22, 2011), https://security.googleblog.com/2011/11/protecting-data-for-long-term-with.html 
[https://perma.cc/LR9R-2FC5]. 
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traveling over the Internet. 
As these applications of forward secrecy suggest, however, it is a 

technique used for data in motion. Forward encryption protects data in 
motion prior to being decrypted by the recipient, but not data at rest after it 
is decrypted and stored locally. If Alice sends Bob a forward secrecy 
encrypted email with an attachment—say a document detailing plans for a 
terror attack—using an email client, and that email is intercepted in transit, 
the person who intercepted the email will not be able to read it without the 
session key known only to Alice and Bob. But Bob must decrypt the 
message to read it. Assuming Bob stores the message as plaintext, anyone 
who acquires access to it (by receiving a copy from Bob, through theft, by 
legal process, etc.) can read it.  

II. STORED DOCUMENTS AND THE CLOUD 

A. The Cloud, the SCA, and CALEA  

Under the Fourth Amendment’s third-party doctrine, a person has no 
reasonable expectation of privacy in information that has been disclosed to 
a third party.26 If Alice gives Bob original physical documents, and Bob 
voluntarily turns those documents over to law enforcement without a 
warrant, Alice cannot complain of an unlawful search and seizure relating 
to those documents. Similarly, if Alice stores unencrypted electronic 
documents on an ISP’s or other third party’s servers, Alice has no Fourth 
Amendment claim if the ISP or other third party turns the electronic 
documents over to law enforcement voluntarily or pursuant to a subpoena 
or other process that falls short of a probable cause search warrant.  

Congress recognized, however, that ordinary users might not fully 
understand how electronic documents are stored, and therefore created 
some specific statutory requirements for disclosure in the SCA.27 When the 
SCA was drafted, in the early days of electronic mail and before the 
commercial Internet revolution, email clients downloaded emails from the 
ISP’s server and stored them locally on the user’s machine until they were 
deleted. Even in the early days of the commercial Internet, ISP’s usually 
adopted policies whereby emails would also be stored on the ISP’s servers 
for some period of time—usually thirty to ninety days—before being 
deleted.28 If the user wanted to retain copies of emails, therefore, the user 
had to store them locally. The SCA reflected this kind of architecture by 
                                                                                                                          

26 United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435, 443 (1976). For a discussion of the third party doctrine 
and of criticisms of the doctrine, see generally Orin S. Kerr, The Case for the Third-Party Doctrine, 
107 MICH. L. REV. 561 (2009) (offering a defense of the Fourth Amendment’s third party doctrine). 

27 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510–22, 2701–12 (2012); 47 U.S.C. §§1001–10 (2012). 
28 See H.R. REP. NO. 99-647, at 68 (1986) (discussing the short-term nature of early email 

storage). 
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adopting a rule that provides differing degrees of protection depending on 
whether a document is electronic storage by an ECS for 180 days or 
fewer.29 

For communications in transit, including emails and other Internet 
communications in transit, the ECPA requires the government to obtain a 
wiretap order.30 Such an order requires a showing of probable cause that a 
specified crime has been, or is about to be committed plus a showing that 
“there is probable cause for belief that particular communications 
concerning that offense will be obtained through such interception” and 
that “normal investigative procedures have been tried and have failed or 
reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed if tried or to be too 
dangerous.”31 

For communications at rest, the SCA distinguishes between an 
“electronic communication service” (ECS) and a “remote computing 
service” (RCS).32 “Remote computing service” is defined as “the provision 
to the public of computer storage or processing services by means of an 
electronic communications system.”33 “Electronic computing service” is 
defined as “any service which provides to users thereof the ability to send 
or receive wire or electronic communications.”34 “Wire communication” is 
defined to mean certain kinds of “aural transfer” and “electronic 
communications” is defined to mean “any transfer of signs, signals, 
writing, images, sounds, data, or intelligence of any nature transmitted in 
whole or in part by a wire, radio, electromagnetic, photoelectronic or 
photooptical system that affects interstate or foreign commerce,” with 
certain exceptions.35 A provider of an electronic mail system is generally 
considered an ECS, while “[r]oughly speaking, a remote computing service 
is provided by an off-site computer that stores or processes data for a 
customer.”36 It is unclear whether a provider can simultaneously be both an 

                                                                                                                          
29 18 U.S.C. § 2703(a) (2012). The House Report accompanying the legislation stated that 

“Most—if not all—electronic communications systems (such as electronic mail systems) . . . only keep 
copies of messages for a few months.” H.R. REP. NO. 99-647, at 68 (1986). 

30 18 U.S.C. § 2516 (2012).   
31 Id. § 2518(3)(b)–(c). In some cases, the government must also show that “there is probable 

cause for belief that the facilities from which, or the place where, the wire, oral, or electronic 
communications are to be intercepted are being used, or are about to be used, in connection with the 
commission of such offense, or are leased to, listed in the name of, or commonly used by such person.” 
Id. § 2518(3)(d). 

32 Id. § 2703(a)–(b). 
33 Id. § 2711(2). 
34 Id. § 2510(15). 
35 Id. § 2510(1), (12). 
36 COMPUTER CRIME & INTELLIGENCE PROP. SEC., DEP’T OF JUST., SEARCHING AND SEIZING 

COMPUTERS AND OBTAINING ELECTRONIC EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION 117–19 (3d ed. 
2009), https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-ccips/legacy/2015/01/14/ssmanual2009.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/GW2E-S9W2]. 
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RCS and an ECS.37 
The government may obtain information stored by ECS for less than 

180 days only through a warrant on probable cause.38 For information in 
storage by an ECS longer than 180 days, or for information held by an 
RCS, the government can require disclosure from the provider through a 
probable cause warrant or administrative subpoena upon prior notice to the 
customer, or through what has become known as a “section 2703(d) order” 
upon delayed notice to the customer.39 The section 2703(d) order requires a 
showing of “specific and articulable facts showing that there are reasonable 
grounds to believe that the contents of a wire or electronic communication, 
or the records or other information sought, are relevant and material to an 
ongoing criminal investigation.”40 Further, the government may require an 
ECS or RCS provider to disclose certain customer billing records without a 
warrant or court order and without notice to the subscriber, that is, with a 
subpoena to the provider.41 

CALEA requires any “telecommunications carrier” to “ensure that its 
equipment, facilities, or services that provide a customer or subscriber with 
the ability to originate, terminate, or direct communications are capable of” 
facilitating lawful orders for wiretaps and call identifying information.42 
The statute states that it “does not authorize any law enforcement agency 
or officer to require any specific design of equipment, facilities, services, 
features, or system configurations” or to prohibit “the adoption of any 
equipment, facility, service, or feature.”43 In addition, CALEA states that 
“[a] telecommunications carrier shall not be responsible for decrypting, or 
ensuring the government’s ability to decrypt, any communication 
encrypted by a subscriber or customer, unless the encryption was provided 
by the carrier and the carrier possesses the information necessary to 
decrypt the communication.”44 

It is unclear whether most cloud providers would be considered 
“telecommunications carriers” under CALEA.45 It is likely that many cloud 

                                                                                                                          
37 See id. at 120 (noting that courts are split on whether a service provided can be both an ECS 

and an RCS). 
38 18 U.S.C. § 2703(a) (2012). 
39 Id. § 2703(b). 
40 Id. § 2703(d). 
41 See id. § 2703 (noting that a government entity may require a provider of RCS to disclose 

communications without required notice to the subscriber or customer). 
42 47 U.S.C. § 1002(a) (2012).  
43 Id. § 1002(b). 
44 Id. § 1002(b)(3). 
45 See 47 U.S.C. § 1001(8) (2012). For a discussion of CALEA and “hybrid” services, see 

Hurwitz, supra note 7, at 23–29. As Hurwitz notes, in drafting CALEA, “Congress understood that a 
line could be drawn between telecommunications carriers that provide a telecommunications 
infrastructure to carry communications between users and between the information and services based 
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providers would instead be classified under CALEA as “information 
services,” which are excluded from the statutory definition of 
“telecommunications carrier.”46 Although the FCC classified broadband 
Internet access and VoIP providers as “telecommunications carriers” under 
CALEA, and this classification was upheld by the D.C. Circuit Court of 
Appeals, many cloud providers (for example, Dropbox and Microsoft) do 
not provide Internet access and others (for example, Google) provide 
Internet access for only a small subset of their customers, while yet others 
(for example, Verizon) provide some cloud storage as a minor ancillary 
service to their broadband and mobile services.47 

The technological assumptions and distinctions embedded in the 
ECPA, SCA and CALEA are now outdated. This became clear in the 
Apple-FBI showdown. Apple and many of its amici argued that, under 
CALEA, with respect to the iPhone device Apple is not a 
“telecommunications provider,” that CALEA’s technological assistance 
and decryption provisions therefore did not apply to Apple, and that 
Congress therefore did not intend for entities such as Apple to have any 
obligation to assist with law enforcement investigations.48 The government 
and some of its amici argued that nothing could be inferred from 
Congressional silence as to this new technology and that the All Writs Act 
properly could be invoked to fill the gap.49 Whichever side was right about 
the use of the All Writs Act—and this author argued at the time that the 
government had the better argument on that score—there is no doubt that 
clarification from Congress would be preferable.50 

Today most email systems are cloud based. Emails are never routinely 
downloaded as files to the local machine but remain on the ISP’s server, 
unless the user makes a special effort to copy them. Most users have no 
need for local copies, and indeed many people use services like Gmail as a 
convenient, searchable archive by emailing themselves copies of important 

                                                                                                                          
upon that information that traverse the telecommunications infrastructure.” Id. at 25. This 
Congressional understanding, of course, did not anticipate how the Internet actually developed. Id. 

46 47 U.S.C. §§ 1001(6), (8) (2012). 
47 See Am. Council on Educ. v. F.C.C., 451 F.3d 226, 227 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (upholding FCC’s 

classification of broadband and VoIP providers as “telecommunications carriers” under CALEA). 
48 See, e.g., Amicus Briefs in Support of Apple, APPLE PRESS INFO., 

http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2016/03/03Amicus-Briefs-in-Support-of-Apple.html [https://perma. 
cc/LGD6-5HMW]. 

49 See 28 U.S.C. § 1651 (defining the All Writs Act as the Supreme Court’s ability to “issue all 
writs necessary or appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions and agreeable to their usages and 
principles of law”); see also Motion for Leave to File and Brief Amicus Curiae of Professors David W. 
Opderbeck & Gus Hurwitz, Mar. 10, 2016, 
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2746100 [https://perma.cc/TQK6-587X] 
(disagreeing that the court should try to resolve broader issues in the case by refusing the government’s 
right to seek and obtain Apple’s assistance under the All Writs Act). 

50 Amicus Briefs in Support of Apple, supra note 48.  
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files. Moreover, with services such as Gmail and Microsoft Exchange, the 
retention period is perpetual.51  

Users do, however, continue to store many file types other than emails 
on their local machines. These can include, for example, Word documents, 
Powerpoint slides, Excel spreadsheets, and similar documents created 
using Apple or other software applications. Even these kinds of documents 
increasingly are stored by users in the cloud on services such as Google 
Drive, Dropbox, and Microsoft Office 365. To complicate matters, these 
cloud services usually enable local file sharing and synchronization by 
default, so that versions of all or some of the files could be stored both 
locally and in the cloud. To complicate matters even further, popular 
document creation applications are now available in the cloud in a software 
as a service (SaS) model, so that the document can be both created and 
stored entirely in the cloud.52 This is the case, for example, with G-Suite, a 
set of word processing, presentation, spreadsheet and other productivity 
tools offered by Google.53 Similarly, Microsoft’s enormously popular 
Office suite of products now function on a SaS model.54 We therefore need 
to consider the different issues raised by encryption of files stored on a 
local machine and encryption of files stored with a third party in the cloud. 

User encryption of local machines has only recently become an issue 
for law enforcement. It is clear that, with an appropriate showing of 
probable cause, law enforcement authorities can obtain a warrant to seize 
and search home computer hard drives and other storage media.55 Users 
can easily encrypt their personal storage media using inexpensive 
commercial-off-the-shelf full disk encryption software, although most 
individuals do not do so.56 There has been significant litigation over the 

                                                                                                                          
51 See Control Email and Chat Message Storage, GOOGLE SUPPORT (2017), 

https://support.google.com/a/answer/151128?hl=en&vid=0-141735555709-1491235818943 [https:// 
perma.cc/69Q9-8W7U] (discussing how Google’s rent ion rules work to control how long data is 
preserved on an individual’s account). 

52 See Pradnyesh Rane, Enterprise Applications in the Cloud: A SaaS Security Perspective, 
ENTER. SYS. J. (Feb. 29, 2010), https://esj.com/articles/2010/02/09/cloud-saas-security.aspx 
[https://perma.cc/MZ7X-LVB4] (providing an overview on how a SaaS system can “deploy its 
application on a third-party cloud computing infrastructure”). 

53 See G Suite, GLOBE BUSINESS, http://business.globe.com.ph/solutions/cloud/saas/g-suite.html 
[https://perma.cc/RP9Q-8B24] (providing that the goal of G Suite is to “help employees work better 
together with secure and reliable workplace tools for email, calendar, text and video chat, document 
creation, project websites, and online storage and sync”). 

54 See Gianpaolo Carraro & Fred Chong, Software as a Service (SaaS): An Enterprise 
Perspective, MICROSOFT CORP. (Oct. 2006), https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa905332.aspx 
[https://perma.cc/4XM3-BE2E] (describing how the SaaS model works on the Microsoft system). 

55 See 18 U.S.C. § 2705 (2012) (stating the requirements that law enforcement must fulfill in 
order to obtain a warrant to seize and search computers and other forms of technology). 

56 See Paul Mah, How to Secure USB Drives and Other Portable Storage Devices, CIO (May 28, 
2013, 8:00 AM), http://www.cio.com/article/2385500/peripherals/how-to-secure-usb-drives-and-other-
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question whether, under the Fifth Amendment, the government can compel 
an individual to disclose passwords and decryption keys necessary to 
access the plaintext on encrypted personal computing devices. The issue 
here is whether the password or encryption key is a form of testimonial 
speech or is more like the compelled disclosure of a preexisting document 
or physical article (like the key to a lockbox). That is a fascinating 
Constitutional law question, but not the kind of broader technology policy 
question addressed in this article.57 

The question of encryption in the cloud is less complicated from a 
Fifth Amendment perspective. It is well settled that generally an individual 
has no right against self-incrimination relating to non-privileged 
communications made to third parties, and the disclosure of an 
incriminating pre-existing document is not a form of “testimony” subject to 
Fifth Amendment protection. As noted above, under the third party 
doctrine, from a Fourth Amendment perspective, a person generally has no 
reasonable expectation of privacy in non-privileged information disclosed 
to a third party, and disclosure by a provider can be compelled under the 
ECPA/SCA. 

Today, however, many cloud providers automatically encrypt data at 
rest on their servers. The emails and documents Gmail and Google Drive 
uses, for example, are stored on servers controlled by Google and are 
encrypted by Google. Only a user who logs in to a Google account with the 
appropriate password, or who receives permission from the authorized 
user, can view the decrypted documents.58 By default, Google employs a 
hybrid public key system similar to that set forth in Diagram 2 above.59 
This means that Google holds the keys necessary to decrypt user data. This 
is a common default means of encryption for cloud storage solutions. It is 
also employed by other major cloud storage providers, including Dropbox 
and Microsoft. 
                                                                                                                          
portable-storage-devices.html [https://perma.cc/M496-3LVR] (stating that an encrypted storage devices 
offers a “good safeguard against malicious data recovery”). 

57 For a discussion of this issue, see, e.g., In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Dated Mar. 
25, 2011, 670 F.3d 1335, 1341–42 (11th Cir. 2012) (noting the government did not seek testimony 
within the meaning of the Fifth Amendment when asking an individual to hand over pre-existing and 
voluntarily created files), State v. Stahl, 206 So. 3d 123, 131–32 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2016) 
(emphasizing that in order for a communication to be testimonial, it must relate to a factual assertion or 
disclose information), United States v. Fricosu, 841 F. Supp. 2d 1232, 1235–36 (D. Colo. 2012) 
(holding that the government could access encrypted contents of an individual’s computer), and Com. 
v. Gelfgatt, 11 N.E.3d 605, 612–13 (Mass. 2014) (stating the issue is whether an individual’s act of 
decrypting a computer is a testimonial communication that triggers Fifth Amendment protection). 

58 See How is Data Encrypted At Rest Within G Suite?, GOOGLE CLOUD HELP, 
https://support.google.com/work/answer/6056693?hl=en [https://perma.cc/KR3G-4JRL] (describing 
how Google handles data encryption).  

59 See Encryption at Rest, GOOGLE CLOUD PLATFORM, 
https://cloud.google.com/security/encryption-at-rest/ [https://perma.cc/7AVH-X7T7]. As noted on this 
Google web page, more sophisticated users may opt for other methods of key management. Id. 
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B. Challenges Based on Extraterritoriality and the “Gag Order” Rule 

Providers have not to date objected to ECPA/SCA orders or warrants 
on the grounds that the data at rest is encrypted. The provider clearly must 
provide some technical assistance to supply decrypted information to the 
government in response to an order or warrant. That assistance is minimal, 
since the provider’s system employs a public key architecture and the 
provider holds the keys. Nevertheless, it is technically a kind of key 
escrow, although the escrow is not legally mandatory but rather is held by 
the provider in the ordinary course of its business. It is possible that 
providers have concluded that any such objection would be barred under 
CALEA’s encryption provision.  

Although providers have not objected to ECPA/SCA orders based on 
encryption, Microsoft recently successfully challenged the application of 
an SCA order to data stored outside the U.S.60 In order to minimize 
latency, Microsoft localizes its cloud-based email storage to datacenters 
near the geographic region identified by the user as his or her local 
address.61 The U.S. Department of Justice obtained an SCA warrant for 
emails of a Microsoft customer whose information was stored on a 
Microsoft datacenter in Dublin, Ireland.62 Microsoft was capable of 
accessing the data from computer in the U.S.63 The trial court refused to 
quash the warrant.64 On appeal, a panel of the Second Circuit held that 
even though Microsoft could access the data from the U.S., the actual 
location of the data in Ireland would require extraterritorial application of 
the SCA, which was not permitted under the statute.65 The government’s 
petition for en banc review was denied by a divided court, with lengthy 
dissents by Judges Jacobs and Raggi joined by Judges Cabranes and 
Droney.66 

In a similar recent case involving Google, however, federal Magistrate 

                                                                                                                          
60 See In the Matter of a Warrant to Search a Certain E-Mail Account Controlled & Maintained by 

Microsoft Corp., 829 F.3d 197, 200 (2d Cir. 2016), cert. granted, 829 F. 3d 197 (2017) (stating 
Microsoft’s argument that in order to fully comply with the warrant, it would need to access content 
that was stored out of the United States). 

61 Id. at 202 (“Microsoft generally stores a customer’s e-mail information and content at 
datacenters located near the physical location identified by the user at its own when subscribing to the 
service.”). 

62 Id. at 202–03. 
63 Id. at 203–04 (acknowledging Microsoft could collect account data that is stored on any of its 

servers globally). 
64 Id. at 200. 
65 Id. at 222 (“Congress did not intend the SCA’s warrant provisions to apply extraterritorially.”). 
66 In the Matter of a Warrant to Search a Certain E-mail Account Controlled and Maintained by 

Microsoft Corp., 2017 WL 362765, at *5. Justice Cabranes’s dissent included the argument that the 
majority ignored the fact that Microsoft lawfully had possessions of the emails, in the United States, 
and that Microsoft’s disclosure of the emails to the government would take place in the United States. 
Id. at *7. 
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Judge Thomas Rueter in Pennsylvania, disagreed with the Second Circuit’s 
Microsoft decision.67 Judge Rueter held that “transferring data from a 
server in a foreign country to Google’s data center in California does not 
amount to a ‘seizure’ because there is no meaningful interference with the 
account holder’s possessory interest in the user data.”68 Judge Rueter 
further held that if the Government views the data in the United States, the 
actual search occurs in the United States.69 Finally, in rejecting Google’s 
arguments based on international comity, Judge Reuter noted that “the 
fluid nature of Google’s cloud technology makes it uncertain which foreign 
country’s sovereignty would be implicated” because “Google’s 
architecture not only divides user data among data centers located in 
different countries, but also partitions user data into shards.”70  

Microsoft also filed a facial Constitutional challenge to the ECPA’s 
secrecy provision in federal district court in Washington State.71 In its 
Amended Complaint, Microsoft asserts that “[c]loud computing has 
spurred a profound change in the storage of private information” and that 
“[t]he government . . . has exploited the transition to cloud computing as a 
means of expanding its power to conduct secret investigations.”72 
Microsoft claims that “[a]s individuals and businesses have moved their 
most sensitive information to the cloud, the government has increasingly 
adopted the tactic of obtaining the private digital documents of cloud 
customers not from the customers themselves, but through legal process 
directed at online cloud providers like Microsoft.”73 Microsoft claims that 
the advent of cloud computing alters the existing balance struck by the 
third party doctrine under the fourth and fifth amendments.74 Microsoft is 
supported by more than seventy amici, including the ACLU, the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation, major press organizations, pharmaceutical companies, 
and other cloud and social media companies including Google, LinkedIn, 
Apple, Dropbox, and Twitter.75  

On February 8, 2017, Judge James Robart denied in part and granted in 

                                                                                                                          
67 In re Search Warrant No. 16-1061-M-01 to Google, No. 16–960–M–01, 2017 WL 471564, at 

*9 (E.D.P.A. Feb. 3, 2017). 
68 Id. 
69 Id. at *11. 
70 Id. at *12. 
71 Microsoft Corp. v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, No. C16-0538JLR, 2017 WL 530353, at *3 (W.D. 

Wash. Feb. 24, 2017). 
72 First Amended Complaint for Declaratory Judgment at 2–3, Microsoft Corp. v. U.S. Dep’t of 

Justice, No. C16-0538JLR, 2017 WL 530353 (W.D. Wash. Feb. 24, 2017). 
73 Id. at 3. 
74 Id. at 4, 16–17. 
75 See Docket Entries of Supporting Amici, Microsoft Corp. v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, No. C16-

0538JLR, (W.D. Wash. Feb. 24, 2017), ECF Nos., 74–84, 89–93 (2017 WL 530353).  
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part the government’s motion to dismiss on the pleadings.76 Judge Robart 
held that Microsoft asserted a colorable claim under the First Amendment 
that the SCA’s secrecy provision unlawfully burdened its right to speak to 
its customers about the existence of SCA orders.77 However, Judge Robart 
held that Microsoft lacked standing to assert Fourth Amendment claims on 
behalf of its users.78 The court relied on the Supreme Court’s holding in 
Alderman v. United States and other cases that have established the 
“general rule that Fourth Amendment rights are personal rights which, like 
some other constitutional rights, may not be vicariously asserted.”79 The 
Court rejected Microsoft’s argument that its customers are not in a position 
to assert their own fourth amendment rights when the SCA’s secrecy 
provision is invoked.80 The court acknowledged “the difficult situation this 
doctrine creates for customers subject to government searches and seizures 
under Sections 2703 and 2705(b),” but noted that “[t]his conundrum, 
however, is not unique to this case; it is also true of the victim of an 
unreasonable search in a stranger’s home.”81 

Although this case has garnered little media attention, together with 
Microsoft’s “extraterritoriality” case in the Second Circuit, it demonstrates 
together with the “location of data” cases that the cloud is the next front in 
the privacy wars. 

C. Personal Devices and the Cloud 

With personal devices such as smart phones and tablets, today’s 
technology is a fusion of the personal home computer and the cloud. With 
an Apple iPhone, for example, some content might be stored in the 
device’s internal memory, duplicates of some, but not all, of that local 
content might be stored on Apple’s iCloud servers, and some content no 
longer stored locally on the device might be stored on the iCloud servers. 
The possibility that there could be content stored locally on the device but 
not on the iCloud servers led to the infamous showdown between Apple 
and the FBI concerning unlocking the iPhone used by the San Bernardino 
shooter. Apple states on its “Privacy” page that it will respond to valid 
legal process for customer data, but notes that “[o]n devices running iOS 8 
and later versions, your personal data is placed under the protection of your 
passcode. For all devices running iOS 8 and later versions, Apple will not 
perform iOS data extractions in response to government search warrants 

                                                                                                                          
76 Order on Motion to Dismiss at 2, Microsoft Corp. v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, No. C16-0538JLR, 

(W.D. Wash. Feb. 8, 2017) (2017 WL 530353).  
77 Id. at 30. 
78 Id. at 37, 45. 
79 394 U.S. 165, 174 (1969). 
80 Order on Motion to Dismiss, supra note 76, at 39–40. 
81 Id. at 45–46. 
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because the files to be extracted are protected by an encryption key that is 
tied to the user’s passcode, which Apple does not possess.”82 

III. LAW REFORM FOR PERSONAL DEVICES AND THE CLOUD 

A. Beyond Burr-Feinstein 

In response to the Apple iPhone showdown, Senators Burr and 
Feinstein proposed the “Compliance with Court Orders Act of 2016,” 
which was subject to swift and noisy derision in the tech community.83 The 
Burr-Feinstein proposal contained a number of absolute provisions. It 
would have required a covered entity “that receives a court order from a 
government for information or data” either to “provide such information or 
data to such government in an intelligible format” or to “provide such 
technical assistance as is necessary to obtain such information or data in an 
intelligible format or to achieve the purpose of the court order” if the data 
“has been made unintelligible by a feature, product, or service owned, 
controlled, created, or provided, by the covered entity or by a third party on 
behalf of the covered entity.”84 Although the proposal would not have 
required or prohibited “any specific design or operating system,” it would 
have required a provider of remote computing service or electronic 
computing service “that distributes licenses for products, services, 
applications or software of or by a covered entity” to “ensure that any such 
products, services, applications or software distributed by such person” 
could satisfy the intelligible format and technical assistance provisions.85 
Critics argued that these absolute requirements were “scary,” “dangerous,” 
and “technologically illiterate,” among other less printable appellations.86 

Breathless hysteria aside, the critics were right about the Burr-
Feinstein proposal’s weaknesses. Read literally, it would have prohibited 
the sale or distribution by any ECS or RCS of forward encryption because 
there is no technologically feasible way an ECS or RCS provider can 
ensure that communications using forward encryption could be provided to 
the government in an “intelligible format.” Further, read literally, the 

                                                                                                                          
82 Privacy, APPLE, http://www.apple.com/privacy/government-information-requests/. 
83 Compliance with Court Orders Act of 2016 Discussion Draft, S.__, 114th Cong. (2016), 

https://www.burr.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/BAG16460.pdf [https://perma.cc/7KLH-UPW7] 
[hereinafter Burr-Feinstein Discussion Draft]. 

84 Id. § 3(a)(1), (2). 
85 Id. § 3(b)–(c). 
86 Kate Conger, Burr-Feinstein Encryption Bill Is Officially Here in All Its Scary Glory, 

TECHCRUNCH (Apr. 13, 2016), https://techcrunch.com/2016/04/13/burr-feinstein-encryption-bill-is-
officially-here-in-all-its-scary-glory/ [https://perma.cc/L4CM-KQSV]; Andy Greenberg, The Senate’s 
Draft Encryption Bill Is ‘Ludicrous, Dangerous, Technologically Illiterate’, WIRED (Apr. 8, 2016, 
11:16 AM), https://www.wired.com/2016/04/senates-draft-encryption-bill-privacy-nightmare/ 
[https://perma.cc/L479-79D3]. 
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requirement to provide information in response to a court order does not 
anticipate any possibility of a motion to quash, a motion for a protective 
order, or the like. Moreover, the draft contained no time, place, manner, 
cost, scope, or other restrictions on the technological assistance 
requirement, although it did contain a compensation provision.87  

Nevertheless, the Silicon Valley lobbyists and cyber civil libertarians 
are wrong to suggest that regulation of encryption technology is impossible 
or entirely undesirable. A better approach would be to revise the SCA and 
CALEA in light of contemporary technology and user behavior, 
particularly concerning the cloud. 

The cloud is not a sovereign state, nor is it a stateless cyber-utopia. 
Private firms such as Microsoft and Google are not constitutional 
democracies with institutional checks and balances. Even if their managers 
have good intentions, these private companies cannot be counted upon to 
secure either our national security or our civil liberties. The Internet, the 
cloud, and the encryption technologies that so greatly enhance their value 
are aspects of critical infrastructure no less than our roadways, waterways, 
airways, and power grid, and therefore there is a national interest in 
securing that infrastructure.88 

There should be no technological or policy barrier to a rule that would 
require a third-party cloud service provider such as Google to supply 
decrypted user data pursuant to proper legal process. The government is 
not in control of the keys and therefore cannot spy on private citizens 
without appropriate process. Since users are entrusting their data to the 
cloud provider, the concern about an unintentional disclosure of escrowed 
keys is mitigated by market dynamics—the very market that supplied the 
encryption solution to begin with.  

Indeed, major cloud service providers make quite clear in the Terms of 
Service that users should not expect absolute privacy. Google’s Privacy 
Policy, for example, states that:  

We will share personal information with companies, 
organizations or individuals outside of Google if we have a 
good-faith belief that access, use, preservation or disclosure 
of the information is reasonably necessary to: 

 meet any applicable law, regulation, legal process or 
enforceable governmental request. 

                                                                                                                          
87 Burr-Feinstein Discussion Draft, supra note 83, at § 3(a)(3). 
88 Cf. Exec. Order No. 13636, 78 Fed. Reg. 11,739 (Feb. 19, 2013) (depicting President Obama’s 

Executive Order titled “Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity”); Press Release, The White 
House Office of the Press Secretary, Presidential Policy Directive 21, Critical Infrastructure Security & 
Resilience (Feb. 12, 2013), https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-
office/2013/02/12/presidential-policy-directive-critical-infrastructure-security-and-resil [https:// 
perma.cc/4H9Q-BF65].  
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 enforce applicable Terms of Service, including 
investigation of potential violations. 

 detect, prevent, or otherwise address fraud, security 
or technical issues. 

 protect against harm to the rights, property or safety 
of Google, our users or the public as required or 
permitted by law.89 

Notice in the last bullet that Google places its own “rights” and 
property above the privacy interests of its users. These kinds of terms are 
typical of other major providers such as Microsoft and Apple. 

It is impossible to obtain a copy of a full End User License Agreement 
(EULA) for Microsoft’s cloud-based Office 365 software in advance of a 
point-of-purchase decision because the full EULA is part of a click-wrap 
agreement and is to some extent customized based on the intended use.90 
However, Microsoft maintains public websites with a generally applicable 
Terms of Service (TOS) and Privacy Statement.91 

The Microsoft TOS contains a number of disclaimers and restrictions 
that are typical in cloud based “software as a service” (SaS) agreements. 
For example, the Microsoft TOS contains a broad disclaimer of warranties, 
a disclaimer of consequential damages, and a provision that allows 
Microsoft to modify the TOS without notice to the consumer.92 The TOS 
also contains a prohibition against “unlawful or prohibited use,” as 
follows: 

As a condition of your use of the Services, you will not use 
the Services for any purpose that is unlawful or prohibited by 
these terms, conditions, and notices. You may not use the 
Services in any manner that could damage, disable, 
overburden, or impair any Microsoft server, or the network(s) 
connected to any Microsoft server, or interfere with any other 
party's use and enjoyment of any Services. You may not 
attempt to gain unauthorized access to any Services, other 
accounts, computer systems or networks connected to any 
Microsoft server or to any of the Services, through hacking, 

                                                                                                                          
89 Privacy Policy, GOOGLE, https://www.google.com/policies/privacy/ [https://perma.cc/J53J-

SYQW] (last visited January 20, 2017) (emphasis removed). 
90 Online Services, MICROSOFT, https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/Licensing/product-

licensing/online-services.aspx [https://perma.cc/G4FU-V2D6] (last visited Feb. 28, 2017).  
91 Microsoft Privacy Statement, MICROSOFT, https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-

us/privacystatement [https://perma.cc/LNA5-XY2U] (last visited Feb. 28, 2017); Microsoft Terms of 
Use, MICROSOFT, https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/legal/intellectualproperty/copyright/default.aspx 
[https://perma.cc/4HVH-LTN7] (last visited Feb. 28, 2017).  

92 Microsoft Terms of Use, supra note 91.  
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password mining or any other means. You may not obtain or 
attempt to obtain any materials or information through any 
means not intentionally made available through the 
Services.93 

In addition to this general prohibition, the TOS contains a lengthy list 
of restrictions concerning “communications services” such as e-mail and 
calendars, including posting “any inappropriate, profane, defamatory, 
obscene, indecent or unlawful topic, name, material or information,” data 
mining, or violating third party intellectual property rights.94 In addition, 
Microsoft’s Privacy Statement states that “customer data, including 
documents uploaded to Microsoft’s OneDrive cloud service, will be 
disclosed when required by law or to respond to legal process; to protect 
our customers; to protect lives; to maintain the security of our services; and 
to protect the rights or property of Microsoft.”95  

In short, Microsoft’s general TOS and Privacy Statement involve a 
web of contractual restrictions, typical in SaS and other cloud service 
agreements, which suggest Microsoft serves as far more than a passive 
“file cabinet” or “desk drawer” in relation to its cloud customers. 

The same is true for Apple’s iCloud Terms and Conditions.96 The user 
must agree “to use the Service only for purposes permitted by this 
Agreement, and only to the extent permitted by any applicable law, 
regulation, or generally accepted practice in the applicable jurisdiction.”97 
Apple disclaims any warranty that the data will not be subject to 
inadvertent damage, loss, corruption or removal.98 The agreement contains 
a lengthy list of things the user must not do, including “upload, download, 
post, email, transmit, store or otherwise make available any Content that is 
unlawful, harassing, threatening, harmful, tortious, defamatory, libelous, 
abusive, violent, obscene, vulgar, invasive of another’s privacy, hateful, 
racially or ethnically offensive, or otherwise objectionable” or “plan or 
engage in any illegal activity”99 Further, “Apple reserves the right at all 
times to determine whether Content is appropriate and in compliance with 
this Agreement, and may pre-screen, move, refuse, modify and/or remove 
Content at any time, without prior notice and in its sole discretion, if such 
Content is found to be in violation of this Agreement or is otherwise 
objectionable.”100 And, Apple reserves the right to:  
                                                                                                                          

93 Id. 
94 Id. 
95 Microsoft Privacy Statement, supra note 91.  
96 iCloud Terms and Conditions, APPLE, http://www.apple.com/legal/internet-

services/icloud/en/terms.html [https://perma.cc/5MEN-LJMC] (last visited Feb. 28, 2017).  
97 Id. ¶ I.C. 
98 Id. ¶¶ II.C., IX. 
99 Id. ¶ V.B. 
100 Id. ¶ V.C. 
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access, use, preserve and/or disclose your Account 
information and Content to law enforcement authorities, 
government officials, and/or a third party, as Apple believes 
is reasonably necessary or appropriate, if legally required to 
do so or if Apple has a good faith belief that such access, use, 
disclosure, or preservation is reasonably necessary to: (a) 
comply with legal process or request; (b) enforce this 
Agreement, including investigation of any potential violation 
thereof; (c) detect, prevent or otherwise address security, 
fraud or technical issues; or (d) protect the rights, property or 
safety of Apple, its users, a third party, or the public as 
required or permitted by law.101 

Finally, Apple may without prior notice immediately terminate or 
suspend the user’s account for any violation of the agreement.102 Terms 
like this are a far cry from a cyber-utopia of unrestricted speech guaranteed 
by enlightened corporate leaders. 

B. A Modest Proposal 

The discussion above supports the general view of the 2016 House 
Judiciary Committee and House Energy and Commerce Committee 
Encryption Working Group Report: “there is no “one-size-fits-all” answer 
or a “solution” to this challenge,” but “this does not mean that nothing can 
be done.”103 For encrypted data at rest, a reasonable approach could 
include a requirement that the service provider render technological 
assistance in retrieving plaintext pursuant to a valid court order. This could 
be accomplished by the provider through the use of public key encryption 
with a key escrow retained by the provider, or by any other reasonable 
means. Such a requirement should not present any unique security 
management problems because it is how cloud storage providers already 
operate. It would not make the government or a third party controlled by 
the government a key escrow manager. It would, however, impose escrow 
obligations on the provider, and it would entail some limits on the 
development of cloud storage technology, in that it would require 
providers to use infrastructure that permits the provider to deliver plaintext 
in response to a court order. This is a reasonable regulation of technology 
that has presents both significant benefits and significant risks to the 
common good. 

One practical problem with this solution for data at rest is that cloud 

                                                                                                                          
101 Id. ¶ V.E. 
102 Id. ¶ VII.B. 
103 HOUSE JUDICIARY COMM. & HOUSE ENERGY & COMMERCE COMM., 115TH CONG., 

ENCRYPTION WORKING GROUP YEAR-END REPORT 7 (2016).  
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storage providers might locate both their corporate offices and servers 
outside the United States in an effort to avoid the law’s requirements. For 
this reason, as well as in response to the Second Circuit’s divided en banc 
decision in the Microsoft case, the requirement to render technological 
assistance should apply no matter where the server or servers on which the 
data are stored are located so long as the provider is subject to the 
jurisdiction of a United States court. As a practical matter, even with these 
legal obligations, the most significant cloud storage providers will likely 
continue to remain established multinational companies such as Google, 
Dropbox, Microsoft, and the like. 

In addition, the existing distinctions in the SCA between RCS and ECS 
providers should be erased, as should the exclusion in the SCA of 
“information service providers.” That is, the SCA should apply to all 
telecommunications providers, ISPs, and cloud service providers. 
However, the 180-day rule should be abolished and any order for technical 
assistance should require a showing of probable cause. Such a requirement 
would impose an additional practical and judicial check on government 
overreach even if not technically required under the Fourth Amendment’s 
third party doctrine.  

While the order should be supported by probable cause, a “gag order” 
provision prohibiting the provider from disclosing the execution of the 
order to its customer should be retained under certain circumstances. As 
part of the national critical infrastructure, Internet and cloud service 
providers have an obligation to support the government’s efforts to combat 
serious crime and terrorism. When a person deposits data with a cloud 
provider, under standard industry terms of service, the person knows or 
should know that some degree of control over the data and over 
information about the data is surrendered. The cloud is convenient and 
widely used, but not absolutely necessary. It remains entirely possible to 
store and access highly sensitive data only on encrypted local servers and 
not in the cloud. The statute should specify classes of felonies or suspected 
felonies for which a fifteen, thirty, or forty-five day gag order can apply, 
and should require a specific showing for renewal of a gag order. 

For encrypted data in motion, there is little Congress could or should 
do concerning forward encryption.104 Robust encryption algorithms cannot 
be constructed with inherent weaknesses that only the government could 
exploit, and even if that were possible, it would not be desirable because it 
would facilitate surveillance without appropriate judicial checks and 
balances. Encryption of data in motion supports many important business 
and social purposes, including core First Amendment values. Although this 
                                                                                                                          

104 As Hurwitz notes, “as a descriptive matter, any efforts to ensure law enforcement access to 
encrypted information will be ineffective against some subset of determined, reasonably sophisticated, 
adversaries.” Hurwitz, supra note 7, at 37. 
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technology will certainly limit certain methods of law enforcement 
investigation, the balance between liberty and security here means that 
other methods of investigation and surveillance must suffice.  

CONCLUSION 

Apple’s showdown over the FBI was symptomatic of a broader 
problem: the law regulating government access to online information is not 
up to the challenges presented in the era of cloud computing. As the House 
Encryption Working Group noted, this problem cannot be viewed in all or 
nothing terms. The SCA should be amended to do away with outdated 
distinctions between different kinds of service providers or based on the 
length of information storage, and to make clear that it applies to any 
service provider subject to jurisdiction in the United States regardless of 
server location. At the same time, CALEA should be amended to require 
cloud providers to render technical assistance in supplying plaintext of data 
at rest that was encrypted by the cloud provider. The government should 
not attempt, however, to require engineered weaknesses in encryption 
algorithms or to limit the use of encryption for data in motion. This mix of 
reforms would strike an acceptable balance between liberty and security in 
the cloud computing era. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




